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26.1 Introduction
How do neurons process, encode, and transmit information? This is a central question in neuroscience, referred to as the “neural coding” issue. There is a broad agreement that spikes are the basic
currency for transmitting information between neurons, the reason being that they can propagate
over large distances. How the brain actually uses them to encode information remains more controversial. In particular, the issue of the relevant timescales is intensely debated: do individual spike
times matter, or does one need counting them over a long time window (say a few tens of milliseconds) to obtain a meaningful, reliable quantity? (see also Chapter 17).
Typically electro-physiologists have assessed this question by recording in vivo in primary sensory or motor areas, and used information theory or decoding techniques (Quiroga and Panzeri,
2009) (see also Chapter 8) to estimate the amount of information about respectively the stimulus,
or the motor command, contained in a given feature of the neural activity. Both techniques require
multiple trials and make the implicit hypothesis that the recorded neurons only encode this stimulus
(respectively motor command)—the remaining variability when controlling the stimulus (respectively motor command) is thus treated as noise. For higher-order neurons (i.e., farther away from the
sensory input or motor output), this approach should be used with caution, because we do not know
what the neurons encode. Thus the variability in the activity, instead of being mere noise, could
come from uncontrolled variables. As Barlow wrote about neural responses in 1972, “their apparently erratic behavior was caused by our ignorance, not the neuron’s incompetence” (Barlow, 1972). Q1
In this chapter, we are using a completely different, theoretical, approach to tackle the neural
coding issue: the set of candidate neural codes can be narrowed down by two main constraints.
First, a neural code should be decodable by downstream neurons (Dayan and Abbott, 2001). This
problem is often ignored when using the two above-mentioned approaches: information theory completely ignores the decoder, and decoding approaches often use nonbiologically plausible decoders
such as support vector machines. However, this decoding problem is crucial: it is not because there
is information in a certain activity feature that it can indeed be used by the brain. It may well be
an epiphenomenon and the brain may extract the same information from another feature of the
neuronal activity, or from other neurons. One has to show how downstream neurons can respond
selectively to the candidate features.
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Figure 26.1 Spike timing-dependent plasticity (STDP). Here, we plotted the typical STDP (additive) synaptic weight updates as a function of the difference between the presynaptic spike time tj and the postsynaptic
spike time ti. The left part corresponds to long-term potentiation (LTP) and the right part to long-term depression (LTD). Exponential curves fit well the mean effect observed in experimental data (Bi and Poo, 2001).
(Modified from Masquelier T, Thorpe SJ. 2010. In Proc. IEEE International Joint Conference on Neural
Networks (IJCNN).)

The second constraint is that this selectivity should be learnable, most likely via synaptic plasticity mechanisms. Indeed, activity-driven refinement of local neuronal networks, through synaptic plasticity mechanisms is likely to be a necessary supplement to the genetically programmed
mechanism of laying out coarse connections between brain areas (Katz and Shatz, 1996; Innocenti
and Price, 2005). One such mechanism could be the so-called spike timing-dependent plasticity
(STDP), where an excitatory synapse receiving a spike before a postsynaptic one is emitted is reinforced (long-term potentiation, LTP) whereas its strength is weakened the other way around (longterm depression, LTD), as summarized in Figure 26.1. STDP has been observed both in vivo and in
vitro, in many species (from insects to mammals) and in many brain areas (see Caporale and Dan
(2008) for a recent review). Note that a neuron equipped with STDP reinforces the connections with
afferents which “took part in firing it,” in agreement with Hebb’s postulate (Hebb, 1949).
In this chapter, we study the implications of STDP for neural coding. We show that the neurons
equipped with the rule can extract information from activity patterns defined at short timescales
(~10–20 ms), and, importantly, that they can learn how to do it in an unsupervised manner. More
specifically, we first show that STDP is all that is needed to detect repeating spatiotemporal spike
patterns, even in a clock-free system—a computationally difficult problem. Then we demonstrate
that the rule is also appropriate to detect peaked rate patterns, from which the spikes are generated
stochastically through an inhomogeneous Poisson process. Finally, we suggest that oscillations may
help in generating reliable spike patterns, easily decodable with STDP. Consistent with this scheme,
evidence is found in the brain for the so-called phase-of-firing coding and successful long-term
memory encoding often correlates with increased oscillatory activity.

26.2 STDP-Based Spike Pattern Learning
Electro-physiologists report the existence of repeating spatiotemporal spike patterns with millisecond precision, both in vitro and in vivo, lasting from a few tens of milliseconds to several
seconds (Frostig et al., 1990; Prut et al., 1998; Abeles, 2004; Fellous et al., 2004; Luczak et al.,
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Figure 26.2 The problem: detecting a spatiotemporal spike pattern. Here we show in black a repeating
50 ms long pattern that concerns 50 neurons among 100. The bottom panel plots the population spike counts
over 10 ms time bins, and demonstrates that nothing characterizes the periods when the pattern is present. The
right panel plots the individual spike counts over the whole period. Black bars correspond to neurons involved
in the pattern. Again, nothing characterizes them in terms of spike counts. Detecting the pattern is thus a
complex problem that requires taking the spike times into account. (Modified from Masquelier T, Guyonneau
R, Thorpe SJ. 2008. PLoS One 3:e1377.)

2007; Rolston et al., 2007; Ikegaya et al., 2008; Larson et al., 2010). Detecting such repeating patterns can be computationally expensive, especially when only a fraction of the recorded neurons
are involved in each repeating pattern. Figure 26.2 illustrates such a situation. There is a pattern
of spikes (indicated by the black dots) that repeats at irregular intervals, but that is hidden within
the continuous variable background firing (shown in gray). The problem is hard because nothing
in terms of population firing rate (averaged over 10 ms windows) characterizes the periods when
the pattern is present, nor is there anything statistically different about the spike counts of the
neurons involved in the pattern.
However, a single neuron can solve it, as long as it is connected to the whole population and
as it is equipped with STDP (Masquelier et al., 2008). Figure 26.3 illustrates why: each time the
neuron fires inside the pattern (by chance at the beginning), STDP reinforces the connections
with the afferents that helped in reaching the threshold. So if the same pattern shows up again, (1)
the threshold will be reached even more easily (2) it will also tend to be reached earlier. Thanks
to (1) selectivity to the pattern quickly emerges, here after a few tens of pattern presentations.
Importantly, the STDP rule should be biased toward depression, so that the neuron gradually
stops discharging outside pattern presentations. Thanks to (2) the neuron tracks back through
the pattern until the beginning is found. Then the system converges by saturation: the synapses
corresponding to the earliest spikes of the pattern are maximally reinforced, while the others are
completely depressed. The postsynaptic spike latency w.r.t. the pattern onset reaches a minimum
(here 4 ms). At this point, the neuron is selective only to the simultaneous arrival of the pattern’s
earliest spikes, and can serve as “earliest predictor” of the subsequent spike events, at the risk
of triggering a false alarm if these subsequent events do not occur, but with the benefit of being
very reactive.
What if one wants to learn the whole pattern? This is doable using multiple output neurons in
competition, each one connected to the whole population (Masquelier et al., 2009b). The competition
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Figure 26.3 The solution: connect the neuron population to one single neuron equipped with STDP.
Here we plotted its membrane potential as a function of time, at the beginning, middle, and end of the
simulation. Gray rectangles indicate pattern presentations. (a) At the beginning of the simulation, the
neuron receives a supra-threshold current (due to our choice of high initial synaptic weights). It thus fires
pseudo-periodically, both inside and outside the pattern. (b) At t ≈ 13.5 s, selectivity to the pattern has
emerged: gradually the neuron almost stops discharging outside the pattern (no false alarms), while it does
discharge most of the time the pattern is present (high hit rate), here even twice. (c) End of the simulation.
The system has converged (by saturation). Postsynaptic spike latency reached a minimal value of 4 ms.
Hit rate is 99.1% with no false alarms. (Modified from Masquelier T, Guyonneau R, Thorpe SJ. 2008.
PLoS One 3:e1377.)

can be efficiently implemented through lateral inhibitory connections, so that as soon as one neuron
fires, it strongly inhibits the others (Figure 26.4). This tends to prevent the neurons from learning
the same part of the repeating patterns. More specifically, as before, one neuron (A) usually finds
the start of the pattern and fires to it. But if a second neuron B starts tracking back through the pattern, it cannot reach its start: since A inhibits B rapidly after the pattern is shown, B will need some
time to reach its threshold after A has fired. B thus has a postsynaptic latency w.r.t. the pattern onset
that is significantly greater than A’s. If a third neuron C starts tracking back through the pattern,
its progression will be stopped by B. The neurons thus “stack,” that is, they fire to successive parts
of the pattern, and the delay between two successive parts depends on the inhibition’s strength and
time constant.
So now each output neuron is selective to a subpart of the repeating pattern. How can one make
a full pattern detector? One solution is to use one downstream neuron with appropriate delay lines
(Carr and Konishi, 1988). Specifically, the conduction delays should compensate for the differences
of latencies, so that the downstream neuron receives the input spikes simultaneously if and only
if the sub-patterns are presented in the correct order, that is, when the whole pattern is presented.
However these delays cannot be tuned, so learning an arbitrary pattern would require having available a broad range of axonal delays, and picking the adequate ones. Another solution would be
to convert the spatiotemporal firing pattern into a spatial one, using neuronal chains with delays
(Figure 26.5), as suggested by Tank and Hopfield (1987). Such a spatial pattern—a set of simultaneously active neurons—can then be learned by one downstream neuron equipped STDP, and fully
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Figure 26.4 Competitive learning through lateral inhibitory connections. The same input spike trains (we
represented only three) are integrated in parallel by several (here three) downstream neurons, through excitatory synapses governed by STDP. Lateral inhibitory connections are set up between them, so that as soon
as a neuron fires, it sends a strong inhibitory postsynaptic potential to its neighbors (the apparent violation of
Dale’s law can be resolved via inhibitory interneurons). This is a biologically plausible way to implement a
one-Winner-Take-All mechanism (Thorpe, 1990). (Modified from Masquelier T, Guyonneau R, Thorpe SJ.
2009b. Neural Comput 21:1259–1276.)

connected to the neuronal chains, as demonstrated in Larson et al. (2010). For more robustness,
instead of chains of individual neurons, chains of pools made of identical neurons may be used,
leading to the so-called “synfire chains” (Abeles, 1991).
What if the input now contains multiple repeating patterns? The population of downstream
neurons of Figure 26.4 self-organizes: each neuron tends to learn a different sub-part of the patterns (Masquelier et al., 2009b). If a sufficient number of neurons is available, each repeating pattern will be learnt by a set of neurons, which will “stack” as before, and whose output can be used
to build a whole pattern detector.
Delay =
10 ms

10 ms

10 ms

Fired at t = 0 ms
Fired at t = 20 ms

Fired at t = 10 ms

= Active at t = 30 ms

Fully connected and
equipped with STDP

Figure 26.5 Spatiotemporal-to-spatial conversion. The input neurons (on the left) fire at various times.
Each corresponding spike propagates on a different feedforward neuronal chain with delays. The original
spatiotemporal input pattern can be readout from the spatial pattern of neurons simultaneously active, here at
time t = 30 ms. If this coincidence consistently occurs, a downstream neuron equipped with STDP and fully
connected to the neuronal chains (for clarity, we only represented 5 connections out of 9) can become selective to it.
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A proof of concept for such STDP-based competitive learning has recently been given in the context of orientation selectivity in V1 (Masquelier, 2011). Specifically, we built a spiking model of the
cat early visual system, exposed it to natural videos, and showed how orientation selectivity progressively emerged in V1 neurons equipped with STDP, even in continuous, nonsaccadic, vision.

26.3 STDP-Based Rate Pattern Learning
More recently, we showed, both analytically and numerically, that the above exposed spike pattern learning mechanism is more robust than previously thought: the spike pattern does not have
to repeat exactly: it also works when only the firing probability (or rate) profile repeats—from
which the spikes are generated on the fly using an inhomogeneous Poisson process (Gilson et al.,
2011)—provided the rate modulations are significant on timescales of the order of the STDP
time window (~10–20 ms). This distinction is crucial since experimental evidence for repeating
reliable spike patterns is accumulating but still scarce, whereas the weaker hypothesis according
to which the spikes arise from stochastic sampling of an underlying deterministic temporally
modulated rate function, for example, measured with a post-stimulus time histogram (PSTH),
seems to be tenable in most if not all the experimental datasets (Richmond, 2009). The condition
that the rates should vary significantly on timescales of the order of 10–20 ms is usually met in
PSTHs recorded with temporal stimuli, which show even narrower peaks (e.g., Bair and Koch,
1996; Berry and Meister, 1998; Buracas et al., 1998; Reinagel and Reid, 2000, 2002; Butts et al.,
2007; Desbordes et al., 2008).
STDP can cope with Poisson variability, because STDP is only sensitive to the cross-correlation
structure in the inputs (Kempter et al., 1999; van Rossum et al., 2000; Song et al., 2000; Gütig et al.,
2003; Gilson et al., 2009), and this structure is the same whether it is a jittered spike pattern that
repeats or peaked Poisson rate profiles (see Figure 26.6, SJ2 and R2). In the latter case, somewhat surprisingly, neither the input spike times nor even their spike counts are reliable (Fano factor = 1), only
the instantaneous rates are, and yet the system detects the repeating pattern and becomes selective to
it. After learning, the pattern is detected just a few milliseconds after the beginning of its presentation (similar to Figure 26.3c). Contrary to a common belief, Poisson variability should thus not be
seen as an obstacle to fine temporal coding, in the sense that information can be encoded in variations of instantaneous firing rates at fine timescales (~10–20 ms). Provided such fast variations exist,
Poisson variability is neither a problem for STDP-based learning, nor for recognition afterwards.
Tiesinga and colleagues (2008) distinguished two kinds of response variability, or lack
thereof: reliability and precision. When a neuron fires approximately the same number of spikes
on each trial, it is said to be reliable, whereas when the spikes occur almost at the same time
across trials it is said to be precise. Our study showed that the STDP-based pattern learning
needs a precision of 10–20 ms, whereas it is relatively insensitive to a lack of reliability—at
least if the pattern involves a sufficient number of afferents (~hundreds), because their deviations
tend to compensate (e.g., if firing is Poissonian, the coefficient of variation of a population spike
count decreases in 1/ N ).

26.4 A Plausible Role for Oscillations
Static or slowly changing stimuli, however, will not generate the peaked rate profile needed for
STDP-based pattern learning. Consider for example a stimulus that changes every 250 ms on average (but with variability in this interval). Each stimulus is mapped to a vector of “activation levels”
(or input currents) for a population of neurons. Is it possible for a downstream neuron equipped with
STDP to detect a consistently repeating activation pattern involving, to make the problem harder,
an unknown subset of its afferents? The answer is no: the repeating stimulus will indeed cause a
repeating rate profile in the population, but with peak width with order of magnitude 250 ms, which
is too large for STDP.
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Figure 26.6 From spike to rate patterns. On this didactic figure, we only represented the activity of four
afferents, as a function of time. The first three of them are involved in the pattern (shown in gray), while the
fourth is not. (S1) Spike pattern similar to those of the previous section (Figure 26.2). Notice that the spike
latencies are the same from one pattern presentation to another for the afferents involved in the pattern.
(S2) Because of pattern repetitions the cross-correlogram between the spike times of afferent #1 and #2
shows a peak at time lag −10 ms (circles indicate values in the simulation, solid and dashed lines indicate
theoretical predictions with two levels of approximations not detailed here). (SJ1) Same Spike pattern with
Gaussian Jittering at each presentation with spread width 10 ms. (SJ2) The cross-correlogram still has a
peak centered on −10 ms, but more spread out because of jittering. (R1) Rate pattern. The rate functions
were obtained by convolving the spike trains of S1 with a Gaussian with unit amplitude and width 10 ms
(both inside and outside pattern presentations). The rate profiles are thus the same across all pattern presentations for the three pattern inputs (bottom), except for border effects. From the rate functions, the spikes
(dots) are generated on the fly using inhomogeneous Poisson processes and thus differ between presentations, both in timing and count. (R2) The cross-correlogram is the same as in the jitter case SJ2. Both cases
are thus equivalent as far as STDP is concerned. (Modified from Gilson M, Masquelier T, Hugues E. 2011.
PLoS Comput Biol 7:e1002231.)

However, we showed that the problem can be solved if the afferents receive, in addition to their
individual input currents, a common oscillatory drive (Hoyos-Flight, 2009; Masquelier et al.,
2009a). Specifically, the oscillatory drive performs a current-to-phase conversion (Figure 26.7):
the neurons that receive the strongest individual currents will fire first during the phase of the
cycle (Thorpe, 1990; Buzsáki and Chrobak, 1995; Hopfield, 1995; Mehta et al., 2002; Brody and
Hopfield, 2003; Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004; Lisman, 2005; VanRullen et al., 2005; Fries et al.,
2007), a mechanism supported by direct physiological evidence in vitro (Schaefer et al., 2006;
McLelland and Paulsen, 2009). More generally, there is both theoretical (Brette and Guigon,
2003) and experimental (Hasenstaub et al., 2005; Schaefer et al., 2006; Markowitz et al., 2008)
evidence that a common oscillatory drive for a group of neurons, periodic or not, improves the
reliability of their spike times, by decreasing their sensitivity to the initial conditions, and avoiding jitter accumulation, so that the spike times depend reliably on the current input values. As
a result oscillations within pattern periods generate identical spike waves (or at least identical
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Figure 26.7 Analog-to-phase conversion. Excitatory afferents 1. . .n are shown on the left. They
receive static input currents I1. . .In. (plotted on the left) and a common oscillatory drive i(t), which leads
to a current-to-phase conversion: the stronger the current the earlier the afferent fires during the oscillation cycle. All the afferents are connected, through plastic synapses with weights w1. . .wn , to one downstream neuron equipped with STDP. This neuron will gradually become selective to the spike wave
corresponding to the repeating current pattern (see Figure 26.8). (Modified from Deco G et al. 2011. Front
in Human Neurosci 5.)

peaked rate profiles) that STDP is able to detect (see Figure 26.8). After learning, recognition is
robust, and only takes one oscillation cycle. The mechanism was found to work until oscillation
frequencies of about 40 Hz.
Simultaneously resetting all the afferents’ potentials every now and then is a similar alternative to adding a common oscillatory drive, which also leads to reproducible spike times w.r.t. the
resets that STDP can pick. This may be a valid description of what happens during discrete sensory
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Figure 26.8 Downstream neuron’s input and response after learning (a) Input spike trains. Spikes come
in waves because of the oscillatory drive. Gray rectangles designate the periods where the pattern is presented, and the afferents that are involved in it (bottom half here). Three insets (horizontal grid size = 1 rad
(in phase) = 20 ms) zoom on adequate periods to illustrate that the spike phases of the afferents involved in
the pattern are the same (except for the noise) for different pattern presentations, which is not true for other
afferents (top half). It is this repeating “spike wave” that STDP detects and learns. (b) Postsynaptic membrane
potential as a function of time: it oscillates, but reaches the threshold if and only if the pattern is presented.
(Modified from Deco G et al. 2011. Front in Hum Neurosci 5.)
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Table 26.1
Experimental Evidence for Phase-of-Firing Coding
Animal

Recording Site

Frequency Band

Locust

Mushroom body

Beta-gamma
(20–30 Hz)

Odor identity

What is Coded

Honeybee
Zebrafish
Rat

Antennal lobe
Olfactory bulb
Olfactory bulb

Gamma
Gamma
Gamma

Odor identity
Odor identity
Odor identity

Rabbit
Rat

Gamma
Theta

Odor identity
Spatial location

Rat
Cat

Olfactory bulb
Hippocampus
(CA1 and CA3)
Entorhinal cortex
V1

Theta
Gamma

Spatial location
Line orientation

Cat
Macaque
Macaque
Macaque
Macaque

V1
V1
V1
V4
Auditory cortex

Beta/Gamma
Delta
Gamma
Theta
Theta

Drifting direction
Visual (motion) features
Grating orientation
Memorized image
Auditory stimulus
identity

Ref.
Perez-Orive et al. (2002),
Cassenaer and Laurent
(2007)
Stopfer et al. (1997)
Friedrich et al. (2004)
Eeckman and Freeman
(1990), David et al. (2009)
Kashiwadani et al. (1999)
O’Keefe and Recce (1993),
Mehta et al. (2002)
Hafting et al. (2008)
König et al. (1995), Fries
et al. (2001)
Havenith et al. (2011)
Montemurro et al.(2008)
Vinck et al. (2010)
Lee et al.(2005)
Kayser et al.(2009)

processing such as saccades or sniffs (Uchida et al., 2006), or with “stimulus onset paradigms,”
in which a given sensory system is in a resting state before being presented with a stimulus. But
the fact that periods of oscillatory activity are found throughout the brain, and the suggestion that
they could be particularly useful for the continuous cognitive processes, in which no reference
time such as stimulus onsets is available, means that the oscillatory drive model may be of great
practical importance.
If still speculative today, our work suggests how two simple mechanisms present in the brain
may combine constructively to induce a kind of temporal coding: oscillations allow information
to be encoded in precise spike phases, even with slowly changing stimuli, and STDP provides
an appealing mechanism that can learn how to decode it. The relevance of this combination has
recently been demonstrated for odor processing (Linster and Cleland, 2010). Consistent with
our scheme more and more evidence is found in the brain for the so-called “Phase-of-Firing
Coding” (PoFC), in which the spike phases with respect to a background oscillation in the local
field potential encodes information (see Table 26.1, and Chapters 21 and 23) and a growing body
of experimental evidence in animals and humans demonstrates that successful long-term memory encoding correlates with increased oscillatory activity across a broad range of frequencies
(from theta to gamma), in both sensory and associative areas (see Jensen et al., 2007; Klimesch
et al., 2008; Tallon-Baudry, 2009 for recent reviews). Interestingly, beyond mere oscillation
power what seems to be a prerequisite for successful visual memory formation is that single
units should be phase-locked to the oscillation (Rutishauser et al., 2010)—a result consistent
with our model.

26.5 Discussion
Importantly, the mechanism we propose does not need an external time reference such as a stimulus
onset. Patterns are learned and recognized in a clock-free system. An external oscillatory drive may
be useful to generate precise spike patterns from slowly changing activation levels, as we have just
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seen, but once the patterns exist this signal is not needed to decode them. In fact, the downstream
neuron only sees the relative spike times. We feel that not enough attention has been paid to these
relative times in the literature. Experimentalists often report absolute spike times, w.r.t. a stimulus
onset, or the peak of an LFP oscillation for PoFC, but not the relative ones—which requires multiple
neurons to be recorded simultaneously. Techniques to do so are now widely available (Stevenson
and Kording, 2011), and early studies do indicate that relative latencies are often more informative
than the absolute ones (Johansson and Birznieks, 2004; Chase and Young, 2007; Desbordes et al.,
2008; Gollisch and Meister, 2008; Panzeri and Diamond, 2010; Brasselet et al., 2012), presumably
because less affected by correlated noise.
Besides, it is worth emphasizing that the decoding mechanism we propose relies on surprisingly
weak hypotheses. The first one is that the downstream neuron should perform coincidence detection. Any spiking neuron model (leaky integrate and fire (LIF), conductance-based LIF (giF), spike
response model, Izhikevich, Hodgkin Huxley, etc.) can implement such functionality, at least in a
given region of their parameter space. Real neurons can also perform coincidence detection, and it
even seems to be their main role in the brain (Abeles, 1982; König et al., 1996).
The second hypothesis is STDP, which is reasonably well established now (see Caporale and
Dan, 2008 for a review). Furthermore, our mechanism does not depend on the details of the rule.
We have tried various implementations—“nearest-spikes” and “all-to-all spikes” modes (Burkitt
et al., 2004), exponential or alpha functions, additive and slightly multiplicative weight updates
(Gütig et al., 2003)—and obtained the same qualitative results (note that a fully multiplicative
rule fails though, because the asymptotic weight distribution is unimodal (van Rossum et al.,
2000; Gütig et al., 2003), leading to a nonselective neuron). Besides, the LTD part of STDP is
not crucial: it also works without it, providing a global synaptic scaling mechanism prevents all
the synapses from ending up maximally reinforced (e.g., decrease all the synaptic weights each
time the neuron fires). Only two things really matter: the rule must be Hebbian, that is, it must
reinforce the synapses with afferents which “took part in firing the neuron” (LTP part), and it
must be globally biased toward depression, so that inputs uncorrelated with the learned stimulus
are discarded.
Interestingly, the neuronal and STDP time constants have the same order of magnitude
(10–20 ms), which is also the temporal resolution of the resulting decoding mechanism, making it
relevant for information processing in the brain, since, as reviewed above, experimental evidence
for neural coding at such a fine temporal scale abounds, at least in sensory systems exposed to
dynamical stimuli. With static or slowly changing stimuli, oscillations may help in recoding the
slowly changing variables in temporally precise firing phases (Masquelier et al., 2009a).
If fine temporal precision is required (10–20 ms), lack of reliability in the spike counts—for
example, following Poisson statistics, as often observed experimentally (Softky and Koch, 1993;
Shadlen and Newsome, 1998)—is not an issue (Gilson et al., 2011), at least if sufficiently many
afferents are involved (say hundreds). This robustness, together with the weakness of the hypotheses, are strong arguments for an extensive use of neural coding at fine temporal scales (10–20 ms)
in the brain, for sensory processing and beyond. Such a code is fully compatible with the speed
of the fastest perceptual tasks such as ultra-rapid visual recognition (Kirchner and Thorpe, 2006;
Serre et al., 2007; Crouzet et al., 2010), and haptic perception (Johansson and Flanagan, 2009).
Experimentalists often report spike counts computed at a much coarser temporal resolution, but we
argue here that doing so possibly filters out crucial signals.
Last but not least, the mechanism we propose is also relevant for artificial intelligence. Finding
consistently repeating event sequences is a recurrent problem, in particular in computer vision. If
software simulations of spiking networks are sometimes time consuming, which can reduce their
relevance for technology, silicon hardware implementations (see Chapter 30), on the contrary, could
be several orders of magnitude faster than the biological hardware. This means that a system based
on biological algorithms implemented on silicon hardware could, in principle, clearly outperform
animals including humans. Furthermore, the recently discovered memristive nanoscale devices
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(Strukov et al., 2008) provides an appealing implementation of the STDP functionality (LinaresBarranco and Serrano-Gotarredona, 2009; Zamarreño-Ramos et al., 2011). We speculate that this
line of research will yield revolutionary results in the next decade.
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